Career Opportunity:
Open position for a Licensed Acupuncturist!
A busy and dynamic acupuncture clinic in Omaha, NE is in search of a passionate Chinese
Medicine practitioner who is ready to step in and start seeing patients immediately. The ideal
candidate possesses the proper credentials, is professional, dependable, communicative, and
wants to work in a patient-oriented setting with a passion for fertility. Must be willing to
commit and settle in!
Omaha, NE is located in the heart of the Midwest and has a booming and in-demand alternative
medicine scene. Our clinic alone is booked out 12 weeks with over 100 people on a waiting list!
Omaha frequently ranks in the Top 10 on various national lists, such as the Forbes lists,
including the Best Places for Businesses and Careers, and the Best Place to Raise a Family. You
can be part of this great community at an acupuncture clinic that’s been in business for 14 1/2
Years and that won the “Best of Omaha” award for 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016 and 2017!
Established in 2003, Thirteen Moons Acupuncture is a beautiful clinic situated near one of the
busiest intersections in Midtown Omaha. The property houses two buildings, an old farmhouse
and airy carriage house sitting on a picturesque property with lots of trees and green space. The
clinic occupies the lower level of the remodeled farmhouse. The remaining space is occupied by
health practitioners and instructors who are part of the Thirteen Moons Health and Wellness
Collaborative. For more information about the clinic, please visit:
www.thirteenmoonsacupuncture.com
Desired qualifications:
L.Ac. and NCCAOM certified in Acupuncture and Chinese Herbology (or OM)
Experience/Interest in Internal Medicine, Pediatrics, and OB/GYN preferred.
May consider graduates with superb references and strong internship credentials
Specifics of the position, including schedule and pay may be discussed and negotiable.
Please mail or email cover letter and resume to:
Thirteen Moons Acupuncture
Attn: Brittany Petersen
1000 N. 72nd St.
Omaha, NE 68114
brittany@thirteenmoonsacupuncture.com
(please put ‘acupuncturist position’ in subject line)
Only qualified applicants will be contacted.

